Chemical or process addiction has created suffering among many people; knowing how to help people deal with addiction has become an important but challenging task. This program focuses on the instructor’s ACQS model in treating addiction: A is the fundamentals of addiction; C is co-occurring disorders; Q is the quality of life; and S is the social factor.

**Instructor:** An-Pyng Sun, Ph.D., LCSW  
*Professor, UNLV School of Social Work*  
At UNLV since 1997, Dr. Sun’s research and teaching interests include substance abuse, multicultural practice, and research methods. In addition to her numerous academic publications, she is an editorial board member for the *Journal of Social Work Practice in the Addictions*.

**Information and registration:**  
ced.unlv.edu/catalog/social-work-ceu-academy or 702-895-3394

The Social Work Continuing Education Unit (CEU) Series is a partnership between UNLV School of Social Work and UNLV Continuing Education. All CEUs are approved for biennial license renewal requirements for social work practitioners in Nevada. Bundle pricing is available for 18 hours ($269) or 30 hours ($399) of CEUs. See website for details.